




I PUT INSIDE THE "HEART" THE NEXT PLANTS AND ELEMENTS WITH THE INTENTIONS I EXPLAIN BELOW. 
INSIDE THE HEART CAN'T BE SEEN CLEARLY AS IT WAS DARK. AND I PUT THEM TOO IN THE KRAFT PAPER.

Orange Trumpet Vine or Flamevine
What a better plant to make the heart on the ground, hoping the heart of all people 
and all beings in the earth will be charming, happy, warm, enthusiastic. 
– It's a plant so abundant in my area. Its scientific name is "Pyrostegia Venusta", venusta means
'beautiful', 'charming', 'graceful'. The orange color represents warmth, happiness, joy, enthusiasm.

Lavander
The intention of including lavander is to calm down the people's mood, to eliminate 
the stress and violence in the world. For peace and good feelings.
– It's a plant that have a soothing effect, calming the nervousness.

Aloe Vera (Sábila)
With the intention to protect the water from the predators that 
want or have monopolized,  privatized the water and limit the use 
of the water that belongs to all beings of the earth. The thorns of 
the aloe vera represents a protection.
– It helps to heal the skin and to heal the stomach if you eat it. Inside it has 
"like watery gel" inside, and the hard skin and thorns protect the gel inside.

Oregano
To repel the "parasites" (bad people, institutions, government and
corporations), to avoid them bothering the human and all beings. 
The intention to is to wish all the people have an excellent health, 
with the vitamins and minerals needed. To heal the earth.
– It's rich in minerals and vitamins. It helps to eliminate the worms and
parasites from the stomach.

Citronella
For repelling the "mosquito drones", and mainly all the "human insects" that are 
bothering, disturbing the peace of all the beings of the earth, persons, animals, 
plants, water and minerals/rocks that have a spirit/soul too.
– It's a plant that works as a mosquito repellent. 



Rosemary (Romero)
The intention is to protect our brain, to avoid its degeneration due to all toxins, chemtrails, 
EMR, EMF, propaganda, mind control. To clean our brain to be aware and conscious of all of 
what's going on. I included it too with the intention to clean all the earth and all beings from
the bad spirits & energies, and black magic against us. 
- In traditional medicine it helps the brain, protects the nervous system. It's used too as a protection from
"evil" and black magic and to make "limpias", "cleaning" rituals for people and other kind of rituals. 
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Rue or Herb of Grace (Ruda)
As the Rue has a very strong smell, it's related to the senses, and as corporatons are 
installing nano-sensors fro gathering data: (movement, sounds, temperature, smells, etc.), 
the Rue is for protecting all beings and the earth of being monitored 24/7, and to repel the 
"snakes" (coporations) with their strong smell as the Rue does it in India, to stop the 
sensors installation or blocking their funciton. As a sacred plant, the intention is to help 
to avoid and protect us from this "New World Religion". 
– In Mexico is a sacred plant, one of the plants used for "cleaning" rituals for protection and 
cleaning people from evil. It's used too as incense. In Ethiopia its local name is "Health for 
Adam". In India is used to repel snakes. It has a very strong smell which repels the insects. 

THE SPIRAL: made of natural rope (mecate) dyed in green color.
The spiral delivers the intentions from the earth to the universe.

Kraft paper
I write on a kraft paper as In Mexico this paper is used to 
wrap the corn tortillas when you buy them in traditional 
"tortillerías" (the shops of "more natural & traditional" 
tortillas). Its color represents something natural. The 
paper represents the traditional old way, simple, natural 
of trading or bartering without greed.

Message in Sanskrit (or Hindi?) 
It's Alison's friend message (English & Spanish too). To send to the universe 
and to humans this wish hoping to be applied so we can have a more positive world.



THE LOCATION:
My intention was to put the heart next to a 5G Tower, however, in the town I live, all the 5G 
towers are surrounded by walls, like inside a house. So, I drive to the countryside to find a 
5G tower without walls. I couldn't find one and it was getting late, darker, so I saw some 
cows and there was a small space to park, so I decided it was a good place next to the cows, 
to help the nature and all beings.
Next time I'll drive towards other direction in the countryside to find a 5G tower without 
walls and prepare a stronger intention and earlier with light.
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Oregano Rue: It was in very 
small pieces and dry, so 
it's mixed with all the 
others and can't be seen 
in the photo.
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